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	Build a great personal or business website… absolutely no experience needed!


	 


	Why pay a professional web developer? If you can use a word processor, you can do it yourself! This package contains all the software, templates, and simple step-by-step instructions you need to build a great site in practically no time!


	 


	Build sites like these using our professional-quality templates:


	-Family sites


	-Hobby sites


	-Community and nonprofit sites


	-Online storefronts that accept credit card payments via PayPal


	-Post video on YouTube


	 


	8 Easy Projects


	In this book you’ll see just how easy it is to create your own website. The CD included with this book contains professional website templates and a free web page editor. With the web page editor, you can quickly and easily customize the templates into your personal websites. Better still, using the editor is as simple as using a word processor.


	 


	Use easy web-based services to:


	-Sell products at your own eBay Store


	-Create your own personal or professional blog


	-Display your digital photos on your own Snapfish site


	-Share your videos on YouTube


	-Create a MySpace page that’ll stand out from the crowd


	-Build your social network with your own Facebook presence


	 


	You won’t believe how easy it is to build your own site...or how much fun!


	 


	CD-ROM contains all the tools you need:

	
		The complete open source SeaMonkey Suite software toolset for building websites (no restrictions, not a demo!)
	
		HTML sample templates
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Advanced SharePoint Services SolutionsApress, 2004

	This book will cover advanced techniques for programming web parts and SharePoint Services. It will also cover advanced integration techniques with related products such as BizTalk Server 2004 and Content Server. Intended for advanced developers who already know all of the basic SharePoint Services, this book will aid them as they solve...
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Corporate Financial Accounting & ReportingFinancial Times Management, 2004

	Corporate Financial Accounting and Reporting is a comprehensive accounting textbook directed at those using financial reports. Its aim is to help current and future managers gain a thorough understanding of companies' published reports and is unique in the fact that it covers all three years of a traditional financial accounting course....
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Microsoft Windows XP: Do Amazing Things!Microsoft Press, 2003
Who knows what cool things you could be doing right now with Windows XP? You  do! So let’s go—it’s time to have some fun and amaze yourself with all you can  do with your PC! This friendly, fast-paced guide highlights dozens of activities  and experiences—and shares the straightforward how-to’s for trying everything...
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Bioinformatics for Geneticists (Hierarchical Exotoxicology Mini Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Bioinformatics for Geneticists describes a step by step approach to key bioinformatics and genetic analysis procedures, based upon practical experience gained after many years of direct bioinformatics support for laboratory geneticists. It features detailed case studies of problems and analytical approaches that are specific to the needs...
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Fatigue of Structures and MaterialsSpringer, 2009


	Fatigue of structures and materials covers a wide scope of different topics.

	The purpose of the present book is to explain these topics, to indicate

	how they can be analyzed, and how this can contribute to the designing

	of fatigue resistant structures and to prevent structural fatigue problems in

	service.

	This book is...
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Hacker's Delight (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2012

	In  Hacker’s Delight, Second Edition, Hank Warren once again compiles an irresistible collection of programming hacks: timesaving techniques, algorithms, and tricks that help programmers build more elegant and efficient software, while also gaining deeper insights into their craft. Warren’s hacks...
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